A generalised definition of the metric of quantum states is proposed by using the techniques of differential geometry. The metric of quantum state space derived earlier by Anandan, is reproduced and verified here by this generalised definition. The metric of quantum states in the configuration space and its possible geometrical framework is explored. Also, invariance of the metric of quantum states under local gauge transformations, coordinate transformations, and the relativistic transformations is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years as the study of geometry of the quantum state space has gained prominence, it has inspired many to explore further geometrical features in quantum mechanics. The metric of quantum state space, introduced by J. Anandan [1] , and Provost and Vallee [2] , is the source of motivation for the present work. Anandan followed up this prescription of metric by yet another derivation [3] to describe the metric of quantum state space with the specific form of metric coefficients. However, the metric tensor of quantum state space, was defined for the first time by Provost and Vallee [2] from underlying Hilbert space structure for any sub-manifold of quantum states by calculating the distance function between two quantum states. Since then, many attempts have been made to explain and to analyse metric of quantum evolution in the projective Hilbert space [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] P . Recently, researchers studying gravity have also shown considerable interest in the geometric structures in quantum mechanics in general and projective Hilbert space P in specific [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The invariant ds of the metric defined by Anandan and 
for the complex coordinates This metric is real and positive definite [3] . We cannot expect a metric with the signature of Minkowski space in the study of the metric of quantum state space, as the metric of quantum state space is in the projective Hilbert space and therefore it is always positive definite. However, we can define the metric of quantum states in the configuration space, but such a metric need not be always positive definite. To be precise, the metric of quantum state space is a metric on the underlying manifold which the quantum states form or belong to, and therefore, it is different from the metric of space-time or any other metric associated with the quantum states.
A quantum state in the Hilbert space corresponds to a point in the projective Hilbert Thus, the metric of quantum state space is invariant under the local gauge transformations in addition to the invariance under coordinate transformations. As rightly pointed out by
Minic and Tze, everything we know about quantum mechanics is in fact contained in the geometry [4] [5] [6] of ( ) CP N . Entanglements come from the embeddings of the products of two complex projective spaces in a higher dimensional one; geometric phase stem from the symplectic structure of ( ) CP N , quantum logic, algebraic approaches to quantum mechanics etc, are all contained in the geometric and symplectic structure of complex projective spaces [4] [5] [6] . While we only consider here the finite dimensional case, the same geometric approach is extendible to generic infinite dimensional quantum mechanical systems, including field theory. Finally, the following three lemmas summarize this discussion as:
(i) The Fubini-Study metric as given in the equation (2) and (3) in the limit 0 → h becomes a spatial metric, provided the configuration space for the quantum system under consideration is space-time. For example, if we consider a particle moving in 3-dimensional Euclidean space, then the quantum metric for the Gaussian coherent state
yields the natural metric in the configuration space, in the limit
(ii) Similarly, the time parameter of the evolution equation can be related to the quantum metric via
(iii) Finally, the Schrödinger equation can be viewed as a geodesic equation on a The motivation behind our exercise in this paper is two fold: firstly, to propose generalised definition of the metric of quantum states by using techniques of differential geometry. And secondly, to think beyond the quantum state space by exploring the prospects of metric of quantum states in the configuration space. We also discuss the prerequisite geometrical framework of any possible metric on space-time manifold with pseudo-Riemannian structures.
GENERALISED DEFINITION OF THE METRIC OF QUANTUM STATES
The definition of the total covariant derivative of any function implies:
Since the exterior derivative of a (total) differential form vanishes as
Now, taking product of the equation
we define invariant:
The metric tensor µν g for the above can be given as:
Alternatively, one can also write the symmetric tensor µν g as
We find that this generalised definition satisfies all geometrical requirements of metric structure. The µν g can be transformed under co-ordinate transformations and therefore it is a tensor of second rank. The quantity µν g , constitutes a real (or hermitian) matrix of order n n × , for n n ,.., 1 and ,..., 1 = = ν µ . However, the indices ν µ and vary from 1 to…4, when the metric is in the configuration space of space-time. We discuss the invariance and the possible geometric framework for prospective metric structures in the following discussions.
Following this generalised definition, we deduce the metric of quantum state space, and the metric of quantum states in the configuration space. We also illustrate several examples on it.
THE METRIC OF QUANTUM STATE SPACE
From the generalized definition discussed here, we reproduce the expression of the metric of quantum state space. We consider a quantum state
, ∀ ∈ Ψ H, and the corresponding covariant derivative for the quantum states [3] is given by:
Here, λ in equation (13) can be any local co-ordinate on P. Applying this covariant derivative to the definition of metric in eq. (12) we obtain the desired metric coefficients:
Also, we can write it in a generalized way as:
This is same as the metric of quantum state space, formulated by Anandan and others [1, [3] [4] [5] [8] [9] [10] [11] for the real local coordinates x µ . But this metric is no more on Kahler && manifold. If the metric of quantum states is defined with local co-ordinates that are not complex, it lies on the base manifold with Riemannian character, and the local gauge group ( , ) GL n R is also admissible, where n is the dimensionality of the space-time.
The generalized formulation discussed here, in turn verifies and validates Anandan's formulation of the metric of quantum state space, which was derived by Taylor's expansion and other specific methods.
Further examination of the metric of quantum state space
We now examine the metric of quantum state space by yet another exercise. This is illustration of the fact that the application of covariant derivative makes quantum evolution independent of the type of quantum evolution, be it relativistic or nonrelativistic. We consider the Klein-Gordon equation as follow:
Multiplying it from left by the hermitian conjugate of Ψ , we get
This expression is covariant and also invariant under local gauge transformations. Being inspired by the covariance and the invariance of this expression, we formulate a metric with the help of it. For
, we can write
We notice that this definition of µν g involves a second order derivative and ordinary second order partial derivative does not satisfy transformation properties. Therefore, it becomes inevitable to apply here the covariant form of derivative defined in eq. (13) . The metric coefficient of the above invariant thus takes the following form:
Multiplying it by negative sign, we obtain the same metric of quantum state space as described earlier in equation (14) and in references: (1-3). Thus, we again confirm the unique form of the invariant expression of the metric of quantum state space. It should be noticed that the normalization in relativistic quantum mechanics is given by the criteria prescribed by Weinberg [14] .
THE METRIC OF QUANTUM STATES IN THE CONFIGURATION SPACE
In a generalised formalism of geometric quantum mechanics, coordinates are not meaningful. On a Kahler manifold in the quantum state space, invariance under the local gauge transformations is same as invariance under the coordinate transformations. This is with the reason that in the quantum state space, quantum states themselves could play the role of coordinates. The definition of the metric tensor in (11) and (12) involves only first order derivatives, thus even if we use ordinary partial derivatives instead of the covariant derivative defined in (13), the metric properties of µν g remain unaffected. Also, even if we do not apply the complex conjugation, and consider only the real part of eq. (11), we still retain the metric structure. However, for such a metric positive-definiteness is no more assured, as it is not the metric of quantum state space. We redefine our metric as:
such that,
We observe that:
(i) The ds being differential form guarantees invariance of this metric under the coordinate transformations.
(ii) And the quantity
is a transformable quantity.
Since this is metric in the configuration space, the nature and signature of the metric will depend upon the choice of wave function. And a metric in the configuration space could be a metric on the space-time, wherever the configuration space coincides with the spacetime [4] [5] . However, anything more could be elaborated on this aspect, only on the further specification of a physical scenario. Thus, we cannot comment anything more here on this issue except its wider geometrical framework. 
DISCUSSION

